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Abstract 

Most countries issue their set of good agricultural practice to maintain quality of their 

agricultural products. However, in developing countries, farmers tend to not comply with issued 

practices due to lack of knowledge, communication, and guidance. In order to sustainably 

promote the practices, a cloud service containing field evaluation is deployed for vegetable 

farmers based on the related practice issued by the ministry of agriculture. Deployed over two 

years for the real vegetable farmers in central Thailand, the service is accepted with quite 

satisfied outcomes with only minor disappointments. 
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Introduction 

Agriculture is always the main food source that feed humanity. Most agricultural products are 

sourced in the tropical area which is well suited for agriculture. However, farms in this area are 

facing threat from both diseases and pests. Therefore, overly use of dangerous chemical products 

is quite common especially in developing countries. As food safety is a nowadays a serious 

issue, each country normally issues a good agricultural practice (GAP) which aims to improve 

quality of agricultural products in term of safety for both consumers and farmers. In detail, the 



consumers must have food that is safe enough to eat while farmers should be safe in process of 

planting. However, these practices usually contain complex information regarding field 

preparation, limitation of chemical substance, and etc. Therefore, a limit number of farmers 

follow these practices especially in developing countries which farmers are generally less 

educated. To effectively promote the deployment of GAP which benefit both quality of life and 

economic, an efficient method of communication is required to make farmers understand and 

acknowledge the value of performing GAP.  

With rapid development of ICT and related areas, IT-based agricultural services are 

researched and developed. A research suggests efficiency of IT-enhanced agriculture normally in 

supply chain management, quality improvement, and situation analysis (1). There are also works 

to help agricultural academics to gather and manage collected complex information related to 

plants, weather, diseases, logistic information, and etc. (2 – 3). In addition, researches focused in 

distribution of agricultural information through web services are also reported (4) based on 

supply chain (5), remote advisory from agricultural experts (6 – 7). Though these pioneers in IT-

based agricultural services are fascinating, a proper distribution of GAP information to less 

educated farmers is still in lacking especially for tropical vegetable farms. Therefore, in this 

paper, a cloud based service emphasizing on the delivery of self-assessment GAP for less 

educated farmers is introduced. The system is deployed and tested by vegetable farmers in 

central Thailand which is one of the important agricultural areas in ASIAN covering more than 

90,000 km2 and inhabited by over 20,000,000 people. Through evaluation, the service is broadly 

accepted with considerable level of satisfaction. 

 

 



Materials and Methods 

The field evaluation process is presented to the farmer to determine the appropriateness of the 

field in order to farm a GAP crop. If such field is not capable of following the GAP, a set of 

advice will be present to the users to further improve the fields. According to the flowchart 

shown in fig. 1, the system starts with assessment forms in which the user has to fill information 

regarding the following risks: 

• Area management 

• Water supply 

• Chemical usage 

• Crop harvesting 

• Post-harvest management 

• Product logistic 

• Tracing 

As these risks are quite complicate to understand, the system help understanding by dissolve 

serious text-based information into questions with 3 answers which are yes, no, and not sure. 

This helps the user to fill the form easily and take not too much time in trying to understand the 

questions. When the user finishes all questions, the total score is estimated and the level of field 

safety is identified. In addition, the GAP database is queried to deliver suggestion to improve 

safety of the field. Finally, the evaluation result is shown along with suggestions to improve 

further. 



 

Fig. 1. Field Evaluation Flowchart 

Results and Discussions 

The self-assessment service is deployed as a web-based application. The input of the field 

evaluation service is displayed in fig. 2 which covers all risks in presented in the GAP. The 

output of the field evaluation has two parts. The first part shows suitability of the examined field 

in GAP farming as shown in fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) presents the second output that emphasizing on 

suggestion to make the field more appropriate to GAP. 
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Fig. 2. Input Form of Field Evaluation 
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Fig. 3. Output of Field Evaluation 

The system has been on service since 2013. Since then, online feedbacks have been gathered 

over thousand cases. The overall satisfactory is at 3.63 out of 5. The usefulness is at 4.15. The 

most favorable service is the financial evaluation and the most disappoint issue is the GUI.  

In summary, a cloud service containing field evaluation is deployed for vegetable farmers 

based on the good agricultural practice. The goal of the project is to help uplifting safety for both 

consumers and farmers in developing countries where farmers are more likely to be uneducated. 

The service is presented based on simple questions that are cracked from complex procedures 

	

	



and regulations to increase chance of understanding. The system has been on serviced for over 2 

years in which the online surveys indicated quite satisfied outcomes with minor disappointments. 
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